DOCUMENTING SOURCES
(APA 6th)

List your sources in alphabetical order (by author or title, whichever comes first).

Reference—Magazine Article
Authors: Berg, L., Melvin, S. & Sorrells, F. [Use Hanging indent i.e. indent line 2]
If no author, place the title of the magazine article in the author position]
Date of publication: If monthly: (2010, February). If weekly: (2010, February 10).
Title of magazine article: Capitalize first letter of first word only. The global art initiative
Title of magazine: Italicize. Capitalize first letter of all important words. Include volume #. Issue # not italicized. SchoolArts, 109 (6), 12.
Retrieved: If article is from GaleNet or other online database, fill in this line. If from a print source, do not use this line.

____________________________________, _____ (_________). ________________________________________.
Author’s Last Name First Initial Year, Month Day Title of magazine article
____________________________________, ______ (_____), _____________.
Title of Magazine Volume # Issue # 1st page last page
Retrieved from ____________________________________________________________

Examples:
From print source:

From database:
Earth. The Science Teacher, 81(3), 55+. Retrieved from
http://ic.galegroup.com/ic/suic/AcademicJournalsDetailsPage/AcademicJournalsDetailsWindow
?failOverType=&query=&prodId=SUIC>windowState=normal&contentModules=&mode=view
&displayGroupName=Journals&lt;limiter=&currPage=&disableHighlighting=true&displayGroups
=&sortBy=&search_within_results=&p=SUIC&action=e&catId=&activityType=&scanId=&documentId=GALE%7CA363011987&source=Bookmark&u=961icl&jsid=1c054a3d620e4c7ca10d78d8a5067a65